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Meet the Johnson babies- little 
Michael and baby Joe. They are the 
youngest in our family and always on 
the go!

Little Joe is only two years old and 
baby Michael has not even reached age 
one. They crawl, play and laugh a lot, 
they are really actually quite fun!



Although they are cute and cuddly you cannot let them out of your sight!
Joe and Michael can really hurt themselves which gives mom and dad 

quite a fright!



Like the time little Joe without knowing what it would do, 
turned the hot water knob again and again until it was through.



He screamed and he hollered as the 
bath grew hotter and hotter.

My parents acted quickly and pulled 
him right out of the water.



Or the time baby Michael reached for mom’s candles 
as they flickered so bright.



He cried and he whaled because those flames felt like a bite!



But thanks to a fire and burn safety
presentation that I received at school 

from firefighter Tom,



I am able to keep little Joe and baby Michael safe, with the help of my dad 
and my mom.



When my little brother Michael is in the bathtub he is never left alone.



We check the water temperature with our elbows or wrist, 
and mom puts away her phone.



To ensure that our water never gets too hot, 
we set our water heater to 120 degrees.



We also turn our faucets to cold 
when not in use, to put our minds 
at ease.



All of mom’s candles have now been put away.



My little brothers are not allowed in the kitchen- because that’s no 
place to play!



When cooking, mom and dad always use the 
back burners and turn the pot handles back.



They never carry Joe or Michael while 
cooking, 

or while drinking or eating a hot liquid 
or snack. 



Our family has a 
working smoke alarm on 
every floor, and outside 
of every room where we 

sleep.



We also have a home escape plan, in which my 
parents know who will help each of us kids out 
when we hear the smoke alarm beep.



I am proud that I was able to teach my parents 
how to keep my brothers safe and sound.



But I also needed to teach my grandparents and babysitter these lessons because 
they are always around. 



Now we are all one big fire and burn safe family.



Safety should always comes first, whether you are a grandma or baby!



Fire and Burn Safety Tips

Fire and Burn Prevention Education is important in order to keep our children, 
families and ourselves safe in case of an emergency. Adequate and constant 
supervision is the single most important factor in preventing burn injuries among 
children. Here are some Fire and Burn Safety Tips for parents and caregivers of 
younger children:

1. Set your water heater’s thermostat to 120 degrees Fahrenheit or lower. Children 
under the age of 5 are at greatest risk for scald burns. Turning your water 
heater temperature down can help control the water from getting too hot.

2. Draw and Practice a home escape plan with your family. An escape map shows 
at least two ways out of each room, in case one exit is blocked by fire or 
smoke. Designate a meeting place outside where your family can meet if there 
is an emergency. In your plan, be sure to determine who will help each child get 
out safely.

3. STOP, DROP & ROLL, if your clothes catch on fire, 
4. Cool-a-Burn with cool water. If you have to treat a 

minor burn, place the burn under cool water for
3-5 minutes. Do not use butter, ointments, ice or lotion on a burn.

5. Matches and Lighters are TOOLS not TOYS. Keeps tools like matches, lighters 
and candles out of reach of children, and stress the importance of the dangers 
of playing with matched and lighters.

6. When bathing young children, seat the child facing away from the faucets and 
turn the faucet 

to the “COLD” position to prevent the child from turning on the hot water. 
7.      Unplug and safely store irons, curling irons and other appliances that are hot to 
the touch. 
8.      Use cool mist humidifiers or vaporizers instead of hot steam vaporizers to 
prevent burns. 

It is important to reinforce these recommendations with babysitters, other family 
members and other care providers.

For more Fire and Burn Safety Tips visit: www.aarbf.org



At age 8, Alisa Ann Ruch was fatally injured in a backyard barbeque accident.
Bravely using their tragedy as a catalyst for change, Alisa Ann’s parents partnered
with Southern California firefighters to found the Alisa Ann Ruch Burn Foundation
(AARBF), a 501(c) (3) nonprofit organization, in 1971. They realized severe, life-
altering burns often occur in seconds, especially among young children. Their
vision led them to establish a mission for AARBF of significantly reducing the
number of burn injuries and enhancing the quality of life of those affected by burn
injuries in California.

The Alisa Ann Ruch Burn Foundation works with local hospitals, fire departments,
safety coalitions, and other organizations across California to develop innovative
programs and services. Prevention education is key to avoiding agonizing burn
injuries, while survivor services prove paramount to improving quality of life for
courageous burn survivors.

AGENCY ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
1972: AARBF created the Stop Drop & Roll campaign, now a life-saving technique
taught in schools worldwide.
1985: AARBF created Champ Camp, one the nation’s largest and longest running
recreation camp for burn injured children.
2006: Awarded the Health Care Champion Award to recognize its exemplary
service and positive impact on healthcare in the State of California.
2009: Recognized by US FEMA Department for AARBF’s Hot Liquids Burn Like
Fire safety campaign.
2012 and 2015: Published an abstract about AARBF’s Firefighters in Safety
Education (FISE) program in the American Burn Association’s Journal of
Burn Care and Research.

For more information about the Alisa Ann Ruch Burn Foundation visit: 
www.aarbf.org
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